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The Straits of Singapore and Malacca have struggled with piracy for 
hundreds of years. The numerous mangrove coated islands provide 
excellent cover for pirates and make policing the region incredibly 
hard. 

There are various factors both pulling and pushing people into piracy 
in the region.

Pull factors include ease of selling stolen goods, high prices of 
stolen goods. These play a major role in shaping what is targeted by 
pirates.

Push factors that drive people to piracy include poor fishing condi-
tions, unemployment and political competition.

Piracy has been a low priority for Malaysia and Indonesia. Due to 
their limited naval capabilities focus has been on other maritime 
crime such as IUU fishing and smuggling.

The low priority assigned to piracy by Indonesia and Malaysia has 
led to periodic spikes in attacks, followed by international pressure 
and threats of intervention. In order to avoid foreign interference, 
Malaysia and Indonesia have acted effectively against pirates, rapid-
ly reducing attacks

 
However, following these crackdowns and subsequent drop in inter-
national pressure, counter-piracy is again given low priority allowing 
pirates to rebuild and increase attacks until the cycle repeats.



Piracy has a long history in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) with records from the 14th century showing that piracy 
created such a problem that the Chinese Ming Dynasty despatched an admiral and fleet to try and clean up the waters (1). The region 
provides the perfect area of operation for pirates, hundreds of islands coated in mangroves make excellent hiding places for those 
attacking the approximately 120,000 vessels that pass the straits annually (2). Pirate attacks against shipping in the SOMS has been 
inconsistent, some years seeing over a hundred cases, others seeing as low as 2 (3). While the numbers of cases, the targets and the 
methods of pirates have varied over time piracy itself has remained an unstoppable threat able to return even after herculean efforts to 
end the crime. This raises the question of why piracy has been able to persist in this region for so long, even when efforts have proved 
the threat can be reduced to a miniscule amount. There is no simple answer to this question. Piracy has evolved constantly over the 
last few decades shifting with economic and political changes. In order to understand why piracy has been so persistent in the SOMS 
several areas must be looked at: tracing piracy’s history, showing the pull factors that make piracy attractive, the push factors that 
make it seem a necessity and the efforts made to stop this crime all are necessary to understand why piracy in the SOMS has been so 
persistent and why this is likely to remain the case.
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HISTORIC PULL FACTORS: 
PORTS AND PRICES

Piracy in the 90s and early 2000s consisted of high profile 
and violent attacks. The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis left 
many Indonesians and Malaysians desperate enough to turn 
to piracy for a living while their struggling governments were 
unable to spare the resources to effectively combat this 
influx of maritime crime (4). Piracy was an attractive vocation 
as stolen goods could be easily sold in Chinese ports where 
officials were lax and easily bribed. The impact of this 
market could be seen with a decrease in the growth of piracy 
throughout Southeast 
Asia when the Chinese 
state cracked down 
on corruption in 
questionable ports 
(5). While the growth 
of piracy slowed, it 
did not stop. Of most 
relevance, the piracy 
in the SOMS grew 
at least in visibility. 
Attacks such as 
the hijacking of the 
Petro-Ranger in 1998 
and the kidnap and 
ransom attacks by the 
Indonesian separatist 
Free Aceh Movement 
in the mid-2000s made global news. There was so much 
chaos that the Joint War Committee of Lloyds Insurance 
Market declared the SOMS a “War Risk Region” leading to 
a doubling of insurance premiums for vessels crossing the 
Straits (6). Shipping through the straits was essential for 
many nations, particularly Japan and China who rely heavily 
on the approximately 3.3 million barrels of crude oil that 
transit the Straits daily (7). This makes the Straits a region 
of serious economic and strategic importance to these 
industrial states. The US was also invested in the safety of the 
Straits and joined those demanding a reduction of violence. 
Successful measures were taken and reduced piracy from 
2006. Following this piracy in the Straits has fluctuated, with 
major peaks and troughs as displayed in figure 1. 

However unreported piracy remained an issue after the 
efforts of the mid-2000s. Pirates continued to prey on 
Indonesian and Malaysian vessels that were transporting 
crude palm oil (CPO) throughout the 2000s as this crime 
was largely unreported and therefore likely not a priority in 
anti-piracy efforts. While previously pirates had been able 
to make their profits from the ease of doing business in 
Chinese ports (demand driven piracy), the massive growth 

of palm oil production in Indonesia and Malaysia gave 
pirates a new target (supply driven piracy) (8). This shift 
likely saw a reduction in the accurate reporting of attacks 
as victims wanted to avoid raising insurance premiums 
and reported cases often led to accusations that targeted 
companies’ employees were complicit in thefts, damaging 
their reputations (9). The underreporting of CPO theft can be 
best seen by observing the trend of increased thefts being 
reported in 2012- 2015 when gasoil 

prices exceeded those 
of CPO. Theft of both 
products requires the 
same equipment and 
skill sets, but while 
CPO theft usually 
goes unreported, 
gasoil shipments 
are the province 
of international 
companies who were 
more likely to report 
attacks (10). While 
commodity prices 
can help shape the 
patterns of reported 
piracy, they are only 
one of many factors. 

Noticeably when the price of both CPO and gasoil dropped 
in 2015, the Straits saw the highest number of reported 
incidents since ReCAAP began reporting in 2007. While 2016 
to 2018 saw very few incidents, 2019 saw a rise in targeting 
of barges towed. According to ReCAAP’s 2019 report 17 of 31 
attacks were against towed barges, and scrap metal was the 
most commonly stolen item, being taken in 9 incidences (11). 
This may have been linked Indonesia increasing demand for 
scrap by 19% on 2018 but also a growing increase in demand 
throughout the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) leading to price rises (12). When prices dipped 
again in 2020, this kind of theft decreased, with pirates being 
reported as mostly stealing engine spares (13). Pirates may 
be moving towards stealing engine spares as these likely can 
be sold with relative ease compared to commodities such 
as oil and also if pirates are not caught vessel owners are 
unlikely to report spares as stolen and slow their progress to 
facilitate investigations.

Figure 1 Data from ReCAAP annual piracy reports
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While pirates are clearly pulled towards certain targets by economic factors such as the price of what they can steal or the 
ease of selling stolen goods, there are also factors that push normal people into piracy and drive those higher up in criminal 
syndicates to push for more pirate attacks. One major push factor to piracy are the fishing conditions around Indonesia. Fishing 
is a huge industry in Indonesia, directly employing up to 6 million people. Both traditional and commercial fishing is usually 
undertaken in small boats, making it highly dependent on weather and environmental conditions (14). It has been estimated 
a successful pirate attack will net a fisherman 7 to 30 times their monthly income, so in months when fishing conditions are 
poor piracy can become an attractive prospect. However, it must be noted that despite the massive potential income from 
piracy, fishing still seems to be preferred. When fishing conditions are good Axbard showed attacks dropped by 40% (15). This 
suggests piracy is for many a likely a desperate attempt to bring in income, rather than a chosen vocation.

Similarly the lack of opportunities for legitimate work for Indonesians in the Riau Islands (in particular Batam) have been cited 
as pushing many to resort to piracy (16). While efforts  to develop Batam and make it attractive to foreign investment had been 
made, they have fallen somewhat flat. Shipyards have emptied and unemployment has risen leaving many who have technical 
knowledge of vessels and the value of their parts in need of new ways to make a living (17). Covid 19 has struck the already 
struggling island and led to massive damage to the tourism industry creating further unemployment and hardship. These 
conditions of joblessness leaving many unable to support their families are likely pushing the new wave of piracy we are seeing. 
Those formerly involved in shipbuilding or running water taxis are likely the kind of men sought out by pirate leaders who are 
known for recruiting their foot soldiers from Batam (18).

As well as these economic drivers of piracy, politics also plays a major role in pushing this criminal activity. Elections seem to 
have a substantial influence on the patterns of piracy in the Straits. It is believed that pirate syndicates require state and security 
officials’ collusion to allow their illicit trade to turn a profit. This means when there is a chance of government change through 
close elections pirates see their businesses being in a potentially precarious position. This pushes pirate leaders to increase 
the frequency of attacks for several reasons. One is the fear that if government changes the connections between syndicates 
and officials will vanish and make piracy much harder post-election. This pushes pirates to feel the need to launch attacks and 
secure profits while they still have their connections (19). Linked to this, pirates also want to ensure that if there is a change 
of government they can negotiate with new officials from a position of power. It is argued that by demonstrating their ability 
to seriously threaten shipping and potentially scare off foreign companies pirates are ensuring those taking power are under 
pressure to either compromise with pirates  or see businesses and investment driven away (20). As well as general changes in 
government, by observing disaggregated data on the 1999 and 2004 elections researchers were able to show that at a regional 
level, areas with close elections saw even greater increases in piracy (21). More recently the 2014 elections that saw a change 
in government nationally also coincided with a major spike in piracy, going into 2015, perhaps suggesting pirates maintained 
high piracy during an extended period of attempting to negotiate for collusion with the new government.
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PUSH FACTORS: ECONOMIC AND 
POLITICAL STRUGGLE



  

While these various drivers of piracy can help explain why piracy grew in many periods they do not provide the whole picture. 
Efforts to counter piracy have been vital in shaping the patterns of piracy in the Straits. Returning to the crises that led to the 
2005 declaration of the Straits as a War Risk Region, we can observe what has driven counter-piracy efforts in the SOMS. The 
threat to shipping and crews as well as the additional costs of insurance caused by the violence in the early 2000s led to external 
powers demanding action and offering to provide support to littoral nations. The US proposed the Regional Maritime Security 
Initiative (RMSI) in 2004. According to Admiral Thomas Fargo, then commander of US Pacific Command (PACOM), PACOM 
wanted to send Special Operations Forces in high-speed vessels to the Straits to help with interdiction (22). While Singapore 
was very supportive of this idea, Malaysia and Indonesia were completely opposed to what they viewed as foreign interference 
in their sovereignty. Likewise, Indonesia and Malaysia refused to join the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy 
and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP), a body founded by Japan to help provide reporting and improve regional 
maritime security (23). Malaysia and Indonesia rejected these foreign led efforts to increase the security of the Straits as they 
reasonably were uncomfortable having foreign militaries and intelligence assets in their territory.

Malaysia and Indonesia had given piracy a low priority as it had limited impact on their own economies. Malaysia was more 
concerned with other maritime crime such as smuggling of people, narcotics and small arms, as well as environmental 
damage that could potentially damage fishing and tourism, both major industries. Indonesia likewise viewed smuggling as a 
bigger problem and due to the previously mentioned size of Indonesia’s fishing industry Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported 
(IUU) fishing has been viewed as a more pressing threat requiring naval resources (24). Despite this, Indonesia and Malaysia 
understood offers of foreign assistance were likely to continue to increase in both scale and insistence if they did not secure 
their waters. As a result, in 2004 the two nations worked with Singapore to implement joint air and naval patrols in the Straits 
under operation MALSINDO (Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia). This operation gradually expanded in scope and scale; by 
2006 MALSINDO was renamed Malacca Strait Patrols (MSP) and included certain “hot pursuit” rights allowing the three nations 
to pursue pirates into each other’s’ sovereign waters (25). This combined with Indonesia negotiating peace with the Free Aceh 
Movement and reducing corruption helped reduce piracy in the region as the violence of attacks went down, as did the number 
of attacks reported (26).

As figure 1 shows piracy remained low after the 2004-5 crises, with under 10 actual attacks a year until 2011. Following the 
spike in cases in 2011 efforts were made to improve surveillance and patrolling by forces in the SOMS leading to a brief 
drop (27). However, 2015 saw a huge surge in cases, hitting over 100 actual and attempted attacks. This surge again drew 
world attention due to a massive increase in violent attacks. This resulted in a rapid response from Malaysian and Indonesian 
authorities who were able to work not just on increasing patrols and surveillance at sea, but to launch major investigations on 
land to track pirates and hunt down the masterminds behind pirate operations (28). These land operations may go a long way 
to explaining why piracy was reduced for several years. However, ReCAAP has consistently reported a lack of arrests since the 
crackdown in 2015. Much like in previous efforts to end piracy spikes, efforts have not been maintained likely as other threats 
are deemed a higher priority for the limited naval capacities of Malaysia and Indonesia. The current upward trend of piracy in 
the Straits covered previously will likely continue until another major crackdown is organised and arrests are made. Whether 
efforts will be made to keep piracy down seems unlikely based on the past cycles of piracy in the Straits.
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COUNTER PIRACY EFFORTS: 
REACTION AND RELAXATION 



Piracy in the Straits is driven by numerous pull and push factors that 
are incredibly hard, or impossible to tackle. Despite this, Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Singapore have shown they have the ability to work 
together to launch effective anti-piracy measures, Through surveillance, 
patrolling and operations on land the countries have made it clear when 
facing pressure, they are more than capable of tackling piracy and even 
arresting the leaders of pirate groups. However, once pressure is lifted 
and cases drop vigilance seems to drop and focus returns to threats 
that are higher priorities for each country. Piracy is not a major source of 
economic loss for Malaysia or Singapore, whereas IUU fishing, smuggling 
and other maritime crime have a more substantial impact on economies 
and as such are prioritised when deploying naval forces. As such, it is 
likely piracy will continue to come in cycles with major rises followed by 
serious crackdowns. 
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